Abstract. Let V denote a set of N vertices. To construct a hypergraph process, create a new hyperedge at each event time of a Poisson process; the cardinality K of this hyperedge is random, with generating function ρ(x) ≡ ρ k x k , where P{K = k} = ρ k ; given K = k,
the k vertices appearing in the new hyperedge are selected uniformly at random from V . Assume ρ1 + ρ2 > 0. Hyperedges of cardinality 1 are called patches, and serve as a way of selecting root vertices. Identifiable vertices are those which are reachable from these root vertices, in a strong sense which generalizes the notion of graph component. Hyperedges are called reducible if all of their vertices are identifiable. We use "fluid limit" scaling: hyperedges arrive at rate N , and we study structures of size O(1) and O(N ). After division by N , numbers of identifiable vertices and reducible hyperedges exhibit phase transitions, which may be continuous or discontinuous depending on the shape of the structure function − log(1 − x)/ρ ′ (x), x ∈ (0, 1). Both the case ρ1 > 0, and the case ρ1 = 0 < ρ2 are considered; for the latter, a single extraneous patch is added to mark the root vertex.
1. Hypergraph Concepts 1.1. Hypergraphs. Let V denote a set with N elements, which we refer to as vertices. A subset of V (possibly empty) is called a hyperedge; if it has k elements, it is called a k-hyperedge, and its weight is k. A hyperedge of weight 1 is called a patch. Following Duchet (1995) , a hypergraph on V is a multiset consisting of hyperedges on V ; the word multiset means that the same hyperedge may occur more than once. When all the hyperedges have weight 2, we obtain what is called a multigraph (a graph in which the same edge may occur more than once). We will identify a hypergraph Λ on V with a map Λ : 2 V → Z + , where 2 V denotes the collection of all subsets of V . For A ⊂ V , we call Λ(A) the number of hyperedges on A. (2001) considered the following algorithm, called hypergraph collapse:
Identifiable Vertices and Reducible Hyperedges. Darling and Norris
• If patches [weight 1 hyperedges] exist, select one; if not, then stop.
• Delete the unique vertex covered by the patch, thereby deleting all appearances of that vertex in other hyperedges.
When this algorithm is run to its conclusion, the vertices which were deleted are called identifiable. The hyperedges which lost all their vertices are called reducible. The result does not depend on the order in which patches were chosen; see Darling and Norris (2001) . A hypergraph without patches is called stable. In more detail, we say that a vertex v is identifiable in 1 step if Λ({v}) ≥ 1, i.e. if there is a patch on v; for n ≥ 1, we say that v is identifiable in n + 1 steps if there exist vertices v 1 , . . . , v m , identifiable in n or fewer steps, such that Λ({v, v 1 , . . . , v m }) ≥ 1. Then v is identifiable in Λ if it is identifiable in n steps for some n ≥ 1.
1.3. Formalization of Hypergraph Collapse. Given a hypergraph Λ and a subset S ⊂ V , Λ S denotes the hypergraph after all vertices in S are deleted; formally
To formalize hypergraph collapse: select if possible a vertex v with Λ({v}) ≥ 1; replace V by V \ {v} and Λ by Λ {v} ; then repeat. When the algorithm terminates, we are left with a set V ⋆ consisting of the identifiable vertices, and a stable hypergraph Λ V ⋆ on V \ V ⋆ .
1.4. Identifiability in a Hypergraph Without Patches. Suppose Λ is a stable hypergraph; i.e. Λ({v}) = 0 for all v ∈ V . Thus there are no identifiable vertices. Given a stable hypergraph Λ and a distinguished vertex v 0 , we say that v is in the domain of v 0 in Λ if v is identifiable in the hypergraph Λ + 1 {v 0 } obtained by augmenting Λ by a patch on v 0 . A hyperedge is said to be reducible from v 0 if it is reducible in Λ + 1 {v 0 } . u v Figure 1 . Adding a patch on v makes u identifiable, but not vice versa.
Warning: For a general hypergraph without patches, it is possible for vertex u to be in the domain of v, while v is not in the domain of u, although this cannot happen in multigraphs; see Figure 1 .
1.5. Relationship to Graph Concepts.
(a) Pittel et al. (1996) construct the core of a graph G as follows: if vertices of degree 1 exist, pick one and remove the edge incident to it (which may cause other vertex degrees to drop); continue until no vertices of degree 1 remain; the vertices of degree two or more, and the remaining edges, constitute the core. This is hypergraph collapse applied to the obvious hypergraph dual Λ of G. Vertices (resp. edges) of G not in the core correspond to reducible hyperedges (resp. identifiable vertices) of Λ. For finer information about the graph core, see Fountoulakis (2002) ; hypergraph cores are considered by Cooper (2002) . (b) Take the case where Λ is a multigraph. Vertices in the domain of v are exactly the vertices in the component containing v. Thus the study of identifiable vertices and reducible hyperedges in random hypergraphs generalizes the study of components of random graphs.
Poisson Hypergraph Processes: Markov Properties
2.1. Hypergraph Processes. Let (Ω, F, P) be a probability space. A random hypergraph on V is a measurable map
Introduce a probability distribution ρ 1 , ρ 2 , . . . on the positive integers; we shall always require that the distribution has finite mean, and
. . be a sequence of independent random variables in Z + with common distribution:
Let {E t } t≥0 be a Poisson process, run at rate N , having arrival times τ 1 , τ 2 , . . .. Define a stochastic process {Λ t } t≥0 with values in the set of hypergraphs on V by
where A 1 , A 2 , . . . are independent random subsets of V , such that A n is chosen uniformly at random from the subsets of V of size K n whenever K n ≤ N ; the set A n is not defined when K n > N . Interpret Λ t (A) as the number of occurrences of hyperedge A by time t. Thus for each A ⊂ V ,
, and all these Poisson processes are independent. We call {Λ t } t≥0 a Poisson(ρ) hypergraph process, where ρ denotes the generating function
The finite mean assumption is equivalent to:
, in the sense of Darling and Norris (2001) .
2.2.
Reason for Choice of This Model. Whereas the hypergraph literature has tended to concentrate on the "k-uniform" case (i.e. ρ k = 1 for some k), we find the superposition of k-uniform random hypergraphs for various different values of k can be handled without special effort, and leads to combinatorial properties absent from the k-uniform case. Moreover the Poisson structure simplifies our arguments, for example by allowing some summary statistics of {Λ t } t≥0 to be Markov processes in their own right: see Proposition 2.5. Poissonization is, of course, a well-established procedure -see Aldous (1989) .
2.3. Effect of Repeated Hyperedges. A Poisson(β) random hypergraph Λ contains additional reducible hyperedges not present in Λ ∧ 1. Of course questions about identifiable vertices relate only to Λ ∧ 1; the arrival of further hyperedges on a specific A ⊂ V after the first will not contribute to the identification of vertices. First consider patches. Throwing a Poisson(N β) number of balls (i.e. patches) uniformly at random into N urns yields a Binomial(N ,1 − e −β 1 ) number of occupied urns (i.e. vertices covered by at least one patch). Hence the number of patches in Λ, less the number in Λ ∧ 1, divided by N , has limit in probability β 1 + e −β 1 − 1. There is a combinatorial agument, here omitted, which shows that for k ≥ 2, the number of reducible k-hyperedges in Λ, less the number in Λ ∧ 1, is O(1) in distribution as N → ∞.
2.4. Fluid Limit Terminology. Our interest will focus on the asymptotics as N → ∞ of the number of vertices identifiable in Λ t and, in the stable case ρ 1 = 0, of the number of vertices in the domain of a specific v 0 in Λ t . The number of reducible hyperedges will also be computed. For any such random variable, the fluid limit means the (often deterministic) limit in distribution as N → ∞ of the random variable, divided by N ; the symbol for such convergence is ⇒ as in (6). For example, the fluid limit of the number of identifiable vertices, if it exists, is simply the limiting proportion of identifiable vertices.
Proofs below require the following insight into the Markov structure of a Poisson hypergraph process. 
Remarks.
• Because the total number of hyperedges in Λ t is Poisson(N t), (5) reduces the study of fluid limits of reducible hyperedges to study of fluid limits of identifiable vertices. In other words, if T t /N converges in distribution as N → ∞ to a random variablẽ T t , then necessarily
• It is easy to identify the generator of {T t } t≥0 , rescale by division by N , and take a limit on any compact interval I ⊂ R + \ Ξ (see (11)); however this approach did not lead to a proof of Theorem 5.3, because of the difficulty of passing through discontinuous phase transitions.
To prepare for the proof, some measure-theoretic apparatus is needed.
2.6. Filtrations Indexed by Subsets of V . For any set S ⊂ V , and any t ≥ 0, define a σ-field
Let V ⋆ t denote the set of vertices identifiable at time t. By construction, the event {V ⋆ t = S} occurs if and only if, among supersets of the union of all vertices covered by patches, S is the minimal subset of V for which Λ t (A) = 0 whenever |A \ S| = 1. Thus
When we consider V ⋆ t as a "stopping set" for a set-indexed process, it becomes natural to define another σ field:
informally as the knowledge we have about {Λ s } 0≤s≤t after performing hypergraph collapse at each time
Lemma 2.7.
(i) Fix any t > 0. Pick any collection of non-negative integers {k A : A ⊂ V }, and set
(ii) Fix any t > 0. The conditional distribution of the random hypergraph Λ S t (in the notation of (1)), given F V ⋆ t , on the event {V ⋆ t = S}, where |S| = m, is that of a Poisson(β) random hypergraph on N − m vertices with parameters
Split the event on the right into disjoint events by intersecting with {V ⋆ t = S}, for each S ⊂ V . For each S, B ∩ {V ⋆ t = S} lies in F S t , and therefore is independent of {Λ t (A) = k a } for every A such that |A \ S| > 1, by construction of a Poisson hypergraph process. The right side becomes
which is equal to the left side; (i) follows.
Proof of (ii). Suppose S ⊂ V and A ⊂ V \S with |A| = j ≥ 2. For any C ⊂ S with |C| = i, (3) implies that
The result of part (i) implies that the random variables Λ t (A ∪ C) are conditionally independent for different choices of C, given
i choices of C, and following the notation of (1),
In a Poisson(β) random hypergraph on (N − m) vertices, the number of occurrences of A, where |A| = j, is Poisson with parameter
On comparison with the previous line, this verifies the formula (7) for β j , when j ≥ 2.
Clearly there are no 1-hyperedges in Λ S t when {V ⋆ t = S}, by definition of identifiability. Hence (ii) is established.
Proof of Proposition 2.5.
Proof. Fix any t > 0. Suppose that T t = m. The first jump in the process {(T s , Z s )} s≥t can occur only when a new hyperedge arrives, and the arrival time is independent of the past. The law of the jump depends only on two things: the set A of vertices in the new hyperedge (which is independent of the past), and on the hypergraph Λ S t , where S ≡ V ⋆ t . Lemma 2.7(ii) establishes that the law of Λ S t , conditional on F V ⋆ t is fully determined by m, t, and the parameters {ρ i } i≥1 ; in particular it is conditionally independent of {(T s , Z s )} 0≤s≤t given that {T t = m}. Hence the Markovian property of {T t } t≥0 and {(T t , Z t )} t≥0 is established.
It follows from Lemma 2.7 that the total number of non-reducible hyperedges in Λ t , given that {T t = m}, is conditionally Poisson, with mean (N − m) β j , for β j as in (7). Write k ≡ i + j, and switch the order of summation, to obtain
On considering the Hypergeometric((N, N − m, k)) distribution, we see that the inner sum is
The last expression is zero when k = 1, so (N − m) β j takes the form (4). When m − N γ = O(N ), the last expression converges, as N → ∞, to 1 − γ k − kγ k−1 (1 − γ), and is bounded between 0 and 1. The Bounded Convergence Theorem yields (5).
3. Structural Characterization 3.1. Structure Function of a Hypergraph Process. Behavior of a Poisson(ρ) hypergraph process will be described in terms of the structure function
The function x → t(x) is typically not invertible, but there is a right-continuous monotonic function called the lower envelope:
The classification of hypergraph processes also requires consideration of the upper envelope:
3.2. Classification of Structure Functions. We classify structure functions into three types: Figure 2 shows a bicritical structure function, and the corresponding lower envelope.
3.3. Discontinuity Set. Let Ξ ⊂ R + denote the discontinuity set of s → g(s). In other words, if g(s−) ≡ lim t↑s g(t),
For s ∈ Ξ, both g(s−) and g(s) are zeros of the function x → ρ ′ (x)+log(1−x). For the sake of simplicity of exposition, we shall assume below that there are never any zeros strictly between g(s−) and g(s): in other words
Figure 2. Left: Bicritical structure function, with t(x) on the horizontal axis, corresponding to a quartic polynomial ρ(x) with 0 < ρ 1 < ρ 2 < ρ 3 < ρ 4 . Right: Lower envelope, showing the single discontinuity.
Also assume that Ξ has no accumulation points. This is true, for example, if k k 2 ρ k < ∞.
Identifiability In Random Hypergraphs With Patches
Here we review some material from Darling and Norris (2001) .
4.1. Randomized Collapse. Fix t > 0, and set Λ ≡ Λ t , β k ≡ tρ k . Then Λ is a Poisson(β) random hypergraph. Suppose we perform the collapse algorithm, described above, in the following special way: at each step the next vertex v to be deleted is selected with a probability proportional to the number of patches on v. This is called randomized collapse. Set Λ 0 ≡ Λ, and let {Λ n } n∈N denote the sequence of hypergraphs obtained. Set Y n and Z n to be the amount of patches and debris, respectively, in Λ n ; formally
The key observation in Darling and Norris (2001) is that {(Y n , Z n )} n∈N is a Markov chain (but not the same one as in Proposition 2.5, for here t is fixed!), which stops at
Moreover, conditional on {Y n = m, Z n = k},
Here W n+1 and U n+1 are independent, with
By construction, T = |V ⋆ |, the number of identifiable vertices, and Z ≡ Z T ≡ Λ T (∅) is the number of reducible hyperedges. For comparison, note that, by (5), the number of non-reducible hyperedges in Λ, given that T = N γ, is conditionally Poisson, with mean
4.2. Fluid Limit for Rescaled Processes. By passing to the fluid limit as N → ∞ for the Markov chain {Y n } n∈N , we obtained a limit theorem forT
where Z is the number of reducible hyperedges. We state the result in a simple case. Set
Assume that β 1 > 0 and that the derivative
is non-empty, and its infimum is g(t), as defined in (9). By our assumption (12), there is at most one x ∈ [0, g(t)) such that β ′ (x) + log(1 − x) = 0, namely g(t−); this is different to g(t) only if t ∈ Ξ, the set of discontinuity points of the lower envelope s → g(s).
LetT be a random variable taking values g(t) and g(t−), each with probability 1/2. As a special case of of Darling and Norris (2001, Theorem 2.2) we know: Theorem 4.3. The following limit in distribution holds as N → ∞:
Remarks 4.3.1.
• Goldschmidt and Norris (2002) have shown that the fluid limit for the number of reducible hyperedges can be decomposed as follows: (1 −T ) log(1 −T ) counts the essential hyperedges, i.e. those whose absence would have reduced the set of identifiable vertices, and β(T ) counts the remainder.
• Suppose in particular that Λ ≡ Λ t and β(x) ≡ tρ(x) for some t ∈ Ξ, the discontinuity set of s → g(s). Then (19) implies that the proportion of identifiable vertices has a limit in distribution which is random, taking the values g(t) and g(t−) each with probability 1/2.
• It suffices to derive the fluid limit forT N , since the fluid limit forZ N follows from Proposition 2.5. To check this, recall that, by (6), ifT N converges to g(t), then the number of reducible hyperedges, divided by N , converges to
However by definition of g(t), tρ ′ (g(t)) = − log(1 − g(t)), so we have recovered the formula β(T ) − (1 −T ) log(1 −T ).
Identifiability In Hypergraph Processes With Patches
5.1. Notation for Rescaled Processes. We now move from the static random hypergraph model of Theorem 4.3 to the Poisson(ρ) hypergraph process {Λ t } t≥0 . Extending the notation of the previous section, letT N t andZ N t denote the rescaled numbers of identifiable vertices and reducible hyperedges for Λ t , respectively. Note that t →T N t and t →Z N t are increasing, right-continuous, stochastic processes. It follows from Proposition 2.5 that {(T N t ,Z N t )} t≥0 is a Markov process.
Fluid Limit Processes.
We define a process which represents the fluid limit in the case where ρ 1 > 0. Let {B s , s ∈ Ξ} denote a collection of independent Bernoulli(1/2) random variables, indexed by the discontinuity set (11). Definẽ
In other words, at each point of discontinuity we choose the left limit or the right limit of g according to the flip of a fair coin. We have now defined a stochastic process {T t } t≥0 . Furthermore set
Theorem 5.3. Consider a Poisson hypergraph process such that ρ 1 > 0, and suppose (12) holds. As N → ∞, rescaled identifiable vertices and reducible hyperedges obey the following limit, in the sense of convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions:
Furthermore for any compact interval
in probability as N → ∞.
Remarks.
• The rescaled number of essential hyperedges, as studied by Goldschmidt and Norris (2002) , has a limit {−(1 −T t ) log(1 −T t )} t≥0 in the same sense as (23) and (24).
• One may ask whether the convergence (23) extends to weak convergence in the Skorohod space D([0, ∞), R 2 + ). Since t →T N t and t →Z N t are non-decreasing, the necessary and sufficient condition of Jacod and Shiryaev (1987, p. 306 ) may be applied, which would require that the sum of squared jumps of t →T N t converges in law to the sum of squared jumps of t →T t , and similarly for t →Z N t . Unfortunately the techniques presented in this paper do not seem to be able to confirm this; indeed, it seems plausible that, for arbitrarily large N , and for t ∈ Ξ, there is a probability bounded away from zero thatT N s makes more than one jump in going from ≈ g(t−) to ≈ g(t) at time s ≈ t, and this would contradict the condition stated.
• If (12) Proof. Fix 0 ≤ t 1 < . . . < t r . We have to show convergence in distribution:
It suffices to do so when at least one of {t i , t i+1 } is not a discontinuity point, for every i ∈ {1, . . . , r − 1}. Propostion 2.5 showed that {(T N t ,Z N t )} t≥0 is Markov, and for any Markov process {Y t } t≥0 the conditional law of Y tr given (Y t 1 , . . . , T t r−1 ) is the same as the conditional law given Y t r−1 . Hence it suffices to consider the case r = 2 such that t 1 ∈ Ξ or t 2 ∈ Ξ, and these possibilities are both subsumed in the case r = 3 with t 1 , t 3 ∈ Ξ. Then only the marginal limit at time t 2 , as given in Theorem 4.3 is random, so Theorem 4.3 implies the full convergence in distribution.
The second assertion follows from the first since all processes are increasing, and the limit is deterministic and continuous on I.
6. Domain Of A Vertex In A Hypergraph Without Patches 6.1. Notation. We revert to the fixed-time setting of Section 4. Suppose Λ is a Poisson(β) random hypergraph, such that Lemma 6.2. Let {ξ n } n∈N be a random walk on the integers, started at ξ 0 = 1, whose increments are of the form ξ n − ξ n−1 = −1 + Poisson(2β 2 ). Let ϕ be the largest root in [0, 1] of 2β 2 x + log(1 − x) = 0, so ϕ = 0 for 2β 2 ≤ 1, and 0 < ϕ < 1 otherwise. Then the first passage time to 0,
has the following distribution:
Remark. M is distributed as the total number of individuals in a branching process with one ancestor, and Poisson(2β 2 ) offspring distribution. This distribution describes the sizes of small components in an Erdős-Rényi random graph; see Bollobás (2001) .
Proof. The fact that P{M = ∞} = ϕ is an elementary fact from the theory of branching processes. The formula for P{M = n} is a special case of a formula of Dwass (1969) , which is proved in detail on p. 300 of Devroye (1998) .
6.3. Fluid Limits. Assume that β ′ (1) < ∞. Then the set (18) is non-empty, and its infimum is g ≡ g(t), as defined in (9). Assume further that β ′ (x) + log(1 − x) > 0 for all x ∈ (0, g). If either of these assumptions fail, then the techniques of Darling and Norris (2001) , combined with some arguments given below, still establish the desired asymptotics. We omit the details. SetT 
Here M is considered as a random variable taking values in the one-point compactification
Proof.
Step I. Set Λ 0 ≡ Λ + 1 {v 0 } , and let {Λ n } n∈N be a sequence of hypergraphs obtained by randomized collapse. Denote by Y N n and Z N n the numbers of patches and debris, respectively, in Λ n . Then
We know that {(Y N n , Z N n )} n≥0 is a Markov chain, starting from (1, 0): the increments, conditional on Y N n = m ≥ 1 and Z N n = k, are as given in (14) and (15). For fixed n ≥ 0 and m ≥ 1, the random variable W n+1 defined in (15) converges to 0 in distribution as N → ∞. Also (30) (
so the random variable U n+1 defined in (15) converges to Poisson(2β 2 ) in distribution as N → ∞. Hence, for all n ≥ 0,
then P{M = ∞} = 0, so the proof is complete. It only remains to prove the second convergence assertion in the case where 2β 2 > 1, and 0 < ϕ < 1.
Step II. Introduce an auxiliary time variable t, and let {ν t } t≥0 be a Poisson process of rate N . SetȲ
With reference to Darling and Norris (2001) , set
By Theorem 6.1 and Remark 6.2 of Darling and Norris (2001) , for all δ > 0,
Observe thatν N τ N =T N , which will have the same limit in probability as does τ N . We will show that, for all θ ∈ (log(1 − ϕ)], 0), there exists δ > 0 and N 0 such that
By (27) and the fact that T N ⇒ M , we know that, for all δ > 0 and all ϕ ′ > ϕ:
for all sufficiently large N . Also from (31) we obtain, for all δ > 0,
as N → ∞. Hence the claim that (T N ,Z N ) =⇒ (T ,Z) will follow as soon as we have proved (32); then (31) will strengthen this to show (T N ,Z N ) ⇒ (T ,Z).
Step III. The remainder of the proof is to establish (32). Given
where
Lemma 6.1 of Darling and Norris (2001) implies that
We can therefore find δ > 0 and N 0 such that
Consider the martingale
However (31) implies that, for δ < g/2, P R N < T N ≤ N δ → 0, and (32) follows.
7. Identifiability In Patch-Free Processes 7.1. Lower Envelope in the Patch-Free Case. We now focus on the case of patch-free hypergraph processes, i.e. ρ 1 = 0 < ρ 2 . By virtue of (2), ρ 1 = 0 implies g(s) = 0 for all s ∈ [0, (2ρ 2 ) −1 ). When ρ 1 = 0, there are three possibilities for the behavior of s → g(s) at s = (2ρ 2 ) −1 :
Sub-case of ρ 1 = 0 < ρ 2 Behavior of g 3ρ 3 < ρ 2 g is continuous at (2ρ 2 ) −1 , and right derivative is finite 3ρ 3 = ρ 2 ρ 4 , ρ 5 , . . . determine whether g is continuous at (2ρ 2 ) −1 3ρ 3 > ρ 2 g is discontinuous at (2ρ 2 ) −1 For simplicity, we focus on the case where s → g(s) has a single discontinuity, located at (2ρ 2 ) −1 ; i.e. Ξ = {(2ρ 2 ) −1 }. The general case follows the same pattern as Theorem 5.3, because after the number of identifiable vertices has reached O(N ), the subsequent evolution is much the same as the ρ 1 > 0 case. 7.2. Multigraph Structure Function. When ρ 1 = 0 and ρ 2 > 0, another structure function besides (8) comes into play, namely the structure function t 2 (x) of the multigraph which results from discarding all hyperedges of weight more than two:
Since x → t 2 (x) is monotonic, the corresponding lower envelope
is continuous; as before, g 2 (s) = 0 for 0 ≤ s ≤ (2ρ 2 ) −1 , and g 2 (s) → 1 as s → ∞; it describes the asymptotic proportion of vertices in the giant component of a random graph where the ratio of edges to vertices is sρ 2 .
7.3. A Coupled Family of Random Walks. Let {P t (n)} t≥0 , n ∈ N, be a family of independent Poisson processes, all of rate 2ρ 2 > 0, and consider the coupled family of random walks {ξ t (n)} n≥0 , for t ∈ R + , where ξ t (0) = 1 for all n, and
The marginal law of M t is given by (27) with β 2 ≡ tρ 2 . There is a relation between {ξ t (n)} n≥0 and the multigraph structure function: since g 2 (t) is the largest root in [0, 1] of 2tρ 2 x + log(1 − x) = 0, we have as a special case of (27):
Lemma 7.4. The first time t at which {ξ t (n)} n≥0 escapes to infinity is related to the multigraph lower envelope (35) as follows:
Moreover t → M t is an increasing process by the coupling, so χ ≡ inf{t ≥ 0 : M t = ∞} is a continuous random variable with distribution function g 2 (t).
7.5. Notation. We finally turn to the case of a Poisson(ρ) hypergraph process {Λ t } t≥0 without patches, i.e. such that
Write T N t for the number of vertices in the domain of v 0 in Λ t , and write Z N t for the number of hyperedges reducible from
Using (37), we define what will turn out to be the macroscopic fluid limits for Theorem 7.6. 
, where we adjoin ∞ to N as a compactifying point, and
in the sense of convergence of the finite-dimensional distributions.
7.6.1. Remarks.
• Observe the difference between the limit law {(T t ,Z t )} t≥0 in (40) and the limit law {(T t ,Z t )} t≥0 in (23):T t conforms to the deterministic lower envelope g(t), except at points in the finite discontinuity set, whereasT t waits until the random time χ ≡ inf{t ≥ 0 : M t = ∞}, with distribution function g 2 (t), before jumping from 0 up to g(t).
• See Remark 5.3.1 as to whether the convergence (40) extends to weak convergence in the Skorohod space D([0, ∞), R 2 + ).
7.6.2. Proof.
Step I. Extending the notation of Theorem 6.4 let Λ t (n) denote the hypergraph that results from applying n steps of randomized collapse to Λ t + 1 {v 0 } ; Y N t (n) and Z N t (n) count the number of patches, and the amount of debris, respectively in Λ t (n), and n is assumed to satisfy:
Consider a finite set of time points 0 < t 1 < . . . < t r . The hypergraph collapses of Λ t 1 + 1 {v 0 } , . . . , Λ tr + 1 v 0 are coupled together as follows: perform the (n + 1)st step of randomized collapse by choosing a patch uniformly at random from the smallest unstable hypergraph. Poisson symmetries imply that this amounts to randomized collapse for each of the unstable hypergraphs. Condition on the event:
For i such that m i = 0, evidently Y N t i (n + 1) = 0 and Z N t i (n + 1) = k i . For those i such that m i ≥ 1, we may write:
where the random increments are distributed as follows. Take q to be the least i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , r} for which m i ≥ 1, and take W N tq (n + 1) and U N tq (n + 1) independent such that
where λ 2 (N, n) is as in (16). Because of the coupling, we may take subsequent increments (for i = q, . . . , r − 1) to be independent and of the form:
Step II. Observe that the behavior of λ 2 (N, n) depends on whether n ≡ O(1), or n ≡ O(N ). It follows from (30) and the calculations in Step I that, conditional on (41), the joint law of (Y
N tr (n + 1)) converges as N → ∞ to the conditional law of ((ξ t 1 (n + 1), k 1 + 1), . . . , (ξ tr (n + 1), k r + 1)) given that ξ t 1 (n) = m 1 , . . . , ξ tr (n) = m r . Evidently Z N t i (0) = 0 for all i. Since n was arbitrary, and since for each t both {ξ t (n)} n≥0 and {(Y N t (n), Z N t (n))} n≥0 are Markov, we have now proved convergence in distribution as N → ∞:
In particular, in the notation of (37) and Section 7.5,
Step III. To prove (39) it suffices, in the light of (43), to prove tightness of {(T N t , Z N t )} t≥0 with respect to the Skorohod topology of D([0, ∞), (N ∪ {∞}) 2 ). On (N ∪ {∞}) 2 , we shall use the metric
understanding that 1/∞ = 0. We shall verify the condition of Aldous for tightness of {(T N t , Z N t )} t≥0 , as stated in Billingsley (1999 ), p. 176, or Kallenberg (2002 , p. 314, with respect to this metric. Since s → T N s and s → Z N s are non-decreasing processes, the condition takes a slightly simpler form than usual: it suffices to show that, for each ǫ > 0 and η > 0, there exist h and N 0 such that for every bounded sequence of optional times σ N with respect to {(T N t , Z N t )} t≥0 , and for every N ≥ N 0 ,
where σ is short for σ N in the subscripts. Proposition 2.5 established that {(T N t , Z N t )} t≥0 is a Markov process. By the strong Markov property, the conditional law of T N σ+h − m N , given that T N σ = m ≡ m N , and Z N σ = q N , is that same as that of the number of identifiable vertices in a Poisson(β) random hypergraphΛ N onN ≡ N − m vertices, where by the reasoning of Lemma 2.7 and the fact that ρ 1 = 0,β
Suppose ǫ > 0 and η > 0 are given. In the case where min{m N , q N } > 1/ǫ, it follows that
On the other hand, if m N ≤ 1/ǫ, then
Choose N 0 so large that, for N ≥ N 0 , the right side is not more than 3hρ 2 /ǫ; now it is true that, for any h ≤ −ǫ log(1 − η) 3ρ 2 , and for any N ≥ N 0 , the probability thatΛ N has no patches, and hence no identifiable vertices nor reducible hyperedges, is at least 1 − η; in that case, T N σ+h = T N σ and and Z N σ+h = Z N σ . In summary, for such N and h, (44) holds. Hence {(T N t , Z N t )} t≥0 is tight, and (39) follows.
Step IV. As for (40) we need only check the convergence of finite-dimensional distributions, i.e. that for every finite set of time points 0 < t 1 < . . . < t r . For the case r = 1, the validity of (46) follows from Theorem 6.4. For the sake of brevity, restrict our discussion of the case r > 1 to theT component; the argument for theZ component is similar. It suffices to show, for all q ≡ 1, 2, . . . , r, and all ǫ > 0, that
By our knowledge of the finite dimensional distributions from Theorem 6.4, the left side of is well approximated by 1 − P T N t q−1 ≥ ǫ − P T N tq ≤ g(t q ) − ǫ , and for ǫ sufficiently small, this converges to the right side of (47).
Future Directions
We have not explained here the role of the upper envelope (10), even though it was included in the classification of structure functions. It is related to dual hypergraph collapse and the size of the core, as in Cooper (2002) . We shall give the corresponding asymptotic results in a future paper.
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